Description
When you create a tracker field Radio Buttons or Dropdown you can set in the options, option field values, labels and default selected value.

"If an option contains an equal sign, the part before the equal sign will be used as the value, and the second part as the label
Separate multiple with commas."

The tooltip says how to set a value and a label (1=One).

The tooltip omit (it was there at some point for the dropdown) to explain that a double entry will be seen as the default selected value for the field.
IE: 1=One,2=Two,3=Three,3=Three (Three will be the default selected value).

Solution
The tooltip should be:
Separate multiple with commas. If an option contains an equal sign, the part before the equal sign will be used as the value, and the second part as the label. To select by default a value double it.
IE: 1=One,2=Two,3=Three,3=Three (Three will be the default selected value).
Priority 25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
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